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This exercise can be printed and used by teachers and students. It is recommended that you view the website (www.technologystudent.com) before attempting the design sheet.

THESE MATERIALS CAN BE PRINTED AND USED BY TEACHERS AND STUDENTS.
THEY MUST NOT BE EDITED IN ANY WAY OR PLACED ON ANY OTHER MEDIA INCLUDING WEB SITES AND INTRANETS.
NOT FOR COMMERCIAL USE.
THIS WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT LAW.
IT IS ILLEGAL TO DISPLAY THIS WORK ON ANY WEBSITE/MEDIA STORAGE OTHER THAN www.technologystudent.com
Cube 1 has been drawn as an example. Complete cube 2. Draw a cube under the heading ‘cube 3’. Add colour / shade to cube 3.

Phone 1 has been drawn as an example. Phone 2 is a sample sketch. Draw your own sketch under the heading phone 3. Add detail and colour / shade.

The isometric drawing of a mini-sundial is seen below. Using the isometric grid, draw your version of the sundial. Add appropriate colour and shade.